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nies and local communities. We would like to thank 
you for this decision of solidarity and friendship. 

the Panel’s activity will continue to focus on exis-
ting work groups, which were very motivated in the 
last two years, and we take the opportunity to es-
pecially acknowledge two colleagues and friends: 
luís ferreira, who led the previous secretariat, 
and josé fernando Correia, who gave great sup-
port to the secretariat, for a clarified and effective 
actions coordination. for them, also, our deepest 
acknowledgements.

We always count on all elements of the Panel to 
participate in an intervention on the process of re-

-evaluation and focus of the strategic lines of their 
action in the areas that prove to be more impor-
tant for the community. 

for this year’s magazine, we have chosen the 
thematic of sports, which has in london its more 
global and eclectic expression with the olympic 
and Special olympic games of 2012. We wanted 
to highlight, in the scope of this special human 
manifestation, the highly important contribution 
of chemistry and the chemical industry.

We also wish to point out, in a very vehement man-
ner, the person that gives body to the grand in-
terview. She’s Maria Conceição, born in estarreja, 
who in her professional international path, has 
left indelible footsteps in the form of humanitarian 
and volunteering actions, which are an extraordi-
nary example. an example for all of us who firmly 
believe that in the hardest moments it is volunteer 
solidarity that, rather than money, can truly help 
minimize the necessities and the suffering of our 
most unfavoured fellow citizens.

We are on a turning point in the daily actions of 
PaCoPar. Complying with the rule of secretariat 
rotation every two years, it is up to Cuf, during 
2012-2013, to take the wheel. this is the second 
time Cuf proudly assumes the Panel’s secretariat, 
hoping, with their commitment and availability, to 
develop the significant role the Panel plays in the 
industry/community inter-relation in estarreja.

in the present mandate, we propose to continue 
the merit worthy work that has been developed in 
previous years, without ceasing to imprint on the 
Panel’s activity a concern for the timeliness of its 
goals and scope of action, facing the present and 
the near future contexts.

We have made a strategic reconfiguration of the 
organic structure, with the board/general coordi-
nation focusing on the secretariat and offering the 
chairman the leadership in promoting the Panel’s 
interests, preserving its continuity in the future, 
and attaining pre-established goals. it was with 
great pleasure that, to occupy this position, we got 
the agreement of antónio Castro Valente, who is 
very much involved in the community of estarreja, 
knows the specific sensitivities of the municipality, 
and has pro-found knowledge of all matters con-
cerning safety and civil protection, having always 
shown efforts in the creation of healthy bonds be-
tween CQe (estarreja Chemical Complex) compa-

a new look on a more 
demandIng realIty 

diogo AlmeidA sAntos
heaD of the PaCoPar SeCretariat
aDMiniStrator of aQuatro
ProjeCt Manager of Cuf

e d i t o r i A l
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finding it difficult to get a job in her country, Maria 
Conceição left avanca behind at the age of 18, to be 
an emigrant in Switzerland. a trip she made later 
on, led her to embark as a flight attendant in an 
airline company of the united arab emirates, and 
to disembark one day in a reality that has taken 
her to a change in her life, as well as in the lives 
of many children. her humanitarian cause has al-
ready earned her the Woman of the year prize, in 
the uae, and a european acknowledgement award. 
the fight against poverty, through offering all chil-
dren an opportunity to study, is her current life goal. 

It was in one of her trips, on a visit to Dhaka, in 
Bangladesh, that she felt an urge to help. This 
was an “eye opener”, like you said before. Most 
people would have felt compassion, but also resi-
gnation. Could you please describe what happens 
inside a person to make her go from resignation 
to action?
being compassionate and resigned doesn’t change 
a thing. the world is full of such people. What you 
have to do is roll up your sleeves and get inside the 
action, and to make something to help change the 
current state of things. you can’t just cross your 
arms and wait for it to happen or for things to change. 

You have initiated Dhaka Project, with the help of 
the locals. How did it all begin?  
i started by asking for clothing donations. i would 
go every time to Dhaka to deliver them. We began by 
helping 39 children, then 98, then 200, and then 600... 

How many people, children and parents, is the 
Dhaka Project currently helping?

 the huManitarian aCtionS of Maria ConCeição haVe been aCknoWleDgeD  
 internationally anD are Changing the liVeS of Many ChilDren

 ”many tImes I’ve felt 
 desperate... but then I look  
 In the chIldren’s eyes and   
 thInk: how can I gIve up?”

I n t e r v I e w



womAn of the yeAr 
in the united ArAb emirAtes
In 2009, Portuguese Maria Conceição, currently living 
in Dubai, won the Woman of the Year prize, awarded 
by the Emirates Woman magazine.  In 2007, Maria 
has already been distinguished with the prize “Most 
Exceptional and Innovative European Women of the 
Year”, at the “European Union Women Inventors & 
Innovators Awards”, in Berlin. The award acknow-
ledges the merit on social entrepreneurship of Ma-
ria Conceição, who has spent her childhood and her  
youth in Avanca. At 18, she emigrated to Switzerland 
and later, in England, she got a job as a flight atten-
dant for a Unit Arab Emirates airline. It was in a trip to 
Bangladesh that she discovered the dramatic reality 
of slums in Dahka, the country’s capital. From then 
on, she began asking for clothes, gathering hygiene 
products offered at the hotels, asking her colleagues 
for help, until she gathered some locals to create the 
Dhaka Project, in 2005. Presently, this NGO is alrea-
dy managed entirely by locals. Based on a network of 
sponsors and on support and donations raising, the 
Dahka Project offers an education to children in the 
slums of Dahka, who would otherwise be begging on 
the streets, or working, offers their parents training 
and insertion in the work market, besides providing 
material goods, food and healthcare to other natives. 
More information: http://www.thedhakaproject.org/ 

at this time, i don’t know, because i’m no longer 
involved in the Dhaka Project. it is being managed 
by the locals, it’s been almost four years now.  

Where does the financial support come from? 
How has the fund raising network been built?
We get most of the donations and sponsorships 
from marathons or mountaineering events. We have 
also a network of companies that offer services. 
geMS offers scholarships, StS offers transporta-
tion, accuro free meals, zacks school uniforms, 
Manchester Clinic renders free medical service, 
Smiline gives away dental treatment, osteopathic 
health Center provides free counseling, the Centre 
for Musical arts offers music classes, and etihad 
provides for the plane trips.

You have said in an interview that the Dhaka 
Project’s intervention is completed only when the 
children’s parents get jobs. Do you also develop 
some action that aims to attract local investment 
or to develop a sustainable local economy?  
We tried, on a local level, but we failed. the castes 
hierarchy is dominant in the country (even if of-
ficially disguised, bangladesh still lives according 
to a castes system, that is to say, social differen-
tiations based on ones ethnic or religious origins, 
etc.); this holds a great deal of prejudice and makes 
it hard for slum dwellers to have opportunities. it 
is easier for me to find them work in Dubai then in 
Dhaka. So we are now focusing on bringing them to 
Dubai, because here, a monthly pay working at the 
post office or helping a disabled person in a wheel 
chair equals two years of salary in Dhaka. this is 
the only way to help them break the poverty cycle. 

I n t e r v I e w
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to continue helping young people, offering them 
scholarships and helping the children’s parents 
finding a job that makes them independent. 

Do you visit Estarreja often?  
this is a 24 hour, seven days a week job, and i 
haven’t had time. . 

In Portugal and, more precisely, in Estarreja, is 
there a humanitarian project that you could or 
would like to develop? 
if i were in Portugal i would open a care centre for 
the elderly.

If the community in Estarreja wishes to help, volun- 
teer, what should they do? 
Disclose.

The project’s volunteers are only locals or are 
there volunteers from other countries?
there are volunteers helping from all around the 
world.

Did you ever want to give up? How does one over-
come the impotence? 
these last 2555 days have been very hard. i have 
often felt desperate and wanted to give up. a day 
doesn’t go by when i don’t think of giving up, but 
then i look into the children’s eyes and think: how 
can i give up? they have so much faith and hope in 
you, it’s hard.  

You have also created a foundation, Maria Cristina 
Foundation, which aims to raise funds and to mana- 
ge a few humanitarian projects. Is Maria Cristina a 
tribute to your mother? 
yes, to the great woman that she was. there are 
not many people doing what she did these days.

Can you tell us the story of your adoptive Angolan 
mother?
My biological mother henriqueta was unemployed. 
it was then that she met Cristina, a widow, with 
six children that worked as a cleaning lady. but 
she didn’t hesitate to take me in. her motto was 

“who feeds six feeds seven”. and she was right. 
just look at my curves (laughs). She looked after 
me with love. What she couldn’t give me in mate-
rial wealth, she gave me in love. (upon the death 
of Maria da Conceição’s biological mother, Maria 
Cristina eventually adopted her).

What are your future projects? 
Where are you willing to go?

mAriA CristinA foundAtion
After the Dahka Project, Maria Conceição has begun 
other individual projects that aim to eradicate pover-
ty. This is how Maria Cristina Foundation was born, in 
2009, with the purpose of “unlocking and maximizing 
human potential for the development of countries”. In 
2010, through the foundation’s activities, Maria Con-
ceição managed to attain the first scholarships and 
to bring some young people from Dahka to pursue 
their education in the United Arab Emirates. The 
foundation is also dedicated to promoting activities, 
mainly sports events, to raise sponsorship in order 
to continue offering education to children and also to 
find jobs for the families in the slums of Bangladesh.  
Maria Conceição divides her time among the young 
who are in Dubai, giving them support and coun-
seling, in meetings to establish sponsorship agre-
ements and in physical practices to enable them to 
take part in sports competitions for fund raising. She 
has participated in several marathons. Lately, she has 
been dedicating to physical practice to climb Mount 
Everest, with the purpose of earning sponsorships 
and to raise awareness for the need to fight poverty. 
More information: http://mariacristinafoundation.org/

I n t e r v I e w
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it’s best to bend it while it’s A twig
the sooner they try physical exercise the better. the 
eMD has the “Campos de férias” (Summer Camps) 
and “escolinhas do Desporto” (Schools of Sports) 
programs that offer children the chance to get in 
contact with several sports. “escolinhas” work with 
weekly trainings, on Saturday mornings, with di-
versified sports. there are also a few community 
groups that promote children’s sports initiation, like 
Centro Cultural e Desportivo de Salreu  (Salreu Cul-
tural and Sports Centre), that organizes, once a year, 
an “afternoon for sports, aiming to awaken the taste 
for sports in children attending junior school.” the 
fruit of such actions, as the president of the centre 
Manuel almeida reminds us, was the creation of a 

“children’s football team”, which in 1998 and 1999 
has participated in the first children’s football tour-
nament of Vila de estarreja. “unfortunately, we had 
to interrupt it due to the lack of proper facilities”, 
and to the lack of “a football field to serve smaller 
communities”, regrets the head of the centre. 

“o atlético” is the name of the school of associação 
atlética de avanca for children under 7 years old. 

“from here, the athlete goes through the several 
echelons until becoming a senior”, explains aníbal 
teixeira, member of the board of the community 
group. the athlete may evolve to “senior b echelon, 
and may become senior a “. 

the associação Cultural e recreativa Saavedra 
guedes (Cultural and recreational association 
Saavedra guedes) has an indoor football echelon 

“escolinhas”, with 23 athletes, and in the canoeing 
area, they promote a “program for attracting young 
people on weekends”, refers antónio esteves, treas-
urer of the association.  besides, they cooperate with 
the eMD on summer camps. these are but a few of 
the many examples of local associations and clubs 
that promote children’s initiation in sports and offer 

PartnerShiPS betWeen the MuniCiPality anD CoMMunity grouPS are fruitful

promotIng health 
and “buIldIng” champIons 
In estarreja

once upon a time, there was a little girl in a Sum-
mer Camp who didn’t want to enter the kayak 
along with her colleagues, to experiment canoeing. 
fearing that the canoe would capsize, and fearing 
the mud visible in the banks of ribeira da aldeia, in 
Pardilhó, she was paralyzed and repelled. after the 
insistence of one of the teachers she eventually en-
tered the kayak. What happened next? this girl, the 
athlete Mafalda ribeiro, has already won the title 
of national Canoeing Champion for three years in 
a row, scoring 13th place in the european Champi-
onship and 14th place in the World Championship. 

Cristiana Santos tells this story with visible emo-
tion, because it illustrates the fruit of work made by 
the escola Municipal de Desporto (eMD) de estar-
reja (Municipal School of Sports in estarreja) and 
of the several local community groups in initiating 
children and young people in sports. on occasion of 
the olympic games 2012, in london, we have tried 
to understand how athletes are initiated in sports, 
and sometimes become champions, in estarreja. 
the main goal isn’t training olympic athletes, but 
making children and young people sensible to the 
importance of “practicing sports” regularly, “and 
above all”, explains Cristiana Santos, head of the 
eMD, “to instill this “medication” in their lives, a 
medication that can be a healthy way of protect-
ing them from diseases that are usually related 
to inactivity and ageing.” in order to achieve these 
benefits, one must associate the word “regular” 
to the practice of sports. “the more times a week 
they practice, the more benefits they will acquire 
in time”, she explains, warning that any excesses 
can also be harmful. So, practicing sports should 
be “guided by technicians and in a proportion that 
is adequate to the age and physical condition of 
those who practice sports.”

olymPiC sPorts offered by 
the estArrejA Community grouPs
associação artística de avanca: Handball
associação atlética de avanca: Football 
associação Cultural de amizade e Desporto 
olímpico de fermelã: Football, Karate  
associação Cultural e Desportiva 
do rochico: Indoor football
associação Cultural e recreativa Saavedra 
guedes: Handball; Canoeing; Indoor football
associação Cultural de Salreu: Handball
associação Desportiva arsenal de Canelas: 
Handball; Roller-skating; Indoor football
associação Desportiva de Santiais: Football
associação de Moradores da 
urbanização da Póvoa de baixo: Indoor football
Centro recreativo de estarreja: Athletics
Clube Cultural Desportivo de Veiros: 
Football; Roller-skating
Clube Desportivo de estarreja: 
Basketball; Football; Swimming
estarreja andebol Clube: Handball

s p o r t s
 d o s s I e r



sPorts in estArrejA  
– more informAtion
escola Municipal de Desporto: 
http://emdestarreja.net/ 
Portal Desportivo de estarreja: 
http://pdest.net/php/
Portal das Coletividades: 
http://geral.portaldascolectividades.org
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a possibility of follow-up to top level (see call-out box: 
“olympic sports offered by the estarreja community 
groups”). after making young people “sensitive”, 
anything can happen. “Whenever the eMD identifies 
a child with a special physical aptitude for sports, or 
with sports oriented motivation”, it has, according 
to Cristiana Santos, the concern of “forwarding and 
broadening the possibilities for the practice of the 
sport in question.”

building Athletes And PArtnershiPs
forwarding athletes for competition is fruit of joint 
labor between the municipality and local clubs 
and community groups specializing in one or more 
sports. Mafalda, who feared canoeing in the Sum-
mer Camp of the eMD, convinced her mother to 
take her to Saavedra guedes to repeat that experi-
ence, until she became national champion. besides 
canoeing, in which athletes of all categories have 
gathered several national champion titles, individ-
ual and crew titles, and participations in finals of 
championships and cups around the world, Saave-
dra guedes also develops competition in feminine 

handball and indoor football, the later with 5 teams, 
having the junior team earned the national cham-
pion title. in total, the community group has 198 
federate athletes.

in atlética de avanca the number of athletes has 
suffered a boom. “in 2008, the community group 
had 136 athletes, in 2012 we have 298”, reveals 
aníbal teixeira, identifying as reasons the increase 
of their sports park conditions and the “healthy 
spirit of the existing group of leaders, technicians 
and athletes”. atlética has 17 football echelons of 
11 and 7 players, the senior competing in the 3rd 
national Division, and 15 echelons in the official 
championships of associação de futebol de aveiro 
(aveiro football association). 

from 1990, the Centro Cultural e Desportivo de 
Salreu has kept a senior football team in com-
petition, which participates in the district cham-
pionship of fundação inatel and was champion 
of the 2nd division in 2003/2004. “on average, 26 
athletes per sports season enroll”, and the com-
munity group has already offered regular exercise 
practice or competition to 300 athletes, which, in 
Manuel almeida’s opinion, means a lot, consider-
ing, “the sports practice indexes per resident are 
very low.” the Centre organizes also a few annual 
sports events, like descending rio antuã, a sports 
afternoon for children and an athletics competition. 

besides the initiation activity, the eMD promotes a 
few more intensive sports, like swimming, tennis 

s p o r t s
 d o s s I e r
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XXX olymPiC gAmes  
– london olymPiCs 2012
The opening will take place on July 27 and it will clo-
se on August 12, at the Olympic Stadium of London. 
The Olympic torch was announced on May 26, 2010. 
During 70 days before the event, it will go throu-
gh the hands of 8.000 people, among them Portu-
guese Isabel Jonet, president of Banco Alimentar 
contra a Fome (Food Bank Against Hunger). She 
will leave Greece and will arrive in London on May 
18, 2012.  The motto of these games will be “Live 
as one”. Official site : http://www.london2012.com 

and squash. the escola de natação (Swimming 
School) offers practice until level 5, “where we 
seek to perfect all swimming techniques, as well 
as starting and turning”, Cristiana Santos explains. 

“We intend for the students to acquire basic skills 
to be able to follow the competitive scope, in Clube 
Desportivo de estarreja (estarreja Sports Club).” 
the escola de ténis (tennis School) and Squash 
offer advanced training and skills consolidation 
that allow athletes to enter competitions.  

building A bio-PsyChosoCiAl being
and which is the greatest compensation of all this 
work? it’s the contribution to building a “bio-psy-
chosocial” being. Cristiana Santos breaks the word: 

“through sports, the teacher and/or coach must pass 
values on to athletes, which are respect for others, 
understanding differences, the idea that losing is 
also a part of sports and that it gives us the strength 
to win, the importance of fair play, to enjoy and to 
know how to work as a team, with the team having 
different elements and different ways of thinking/
acting, but with a common purpose.” 

a set of values that, besides the family and school 
context, can be made stronger in a sports context. 
Cristiana considers this is a component that is 

“often neglected” with repercussions on athletes 
that are “very able physically”, but “who lack ma-
turity for the competition”, which can lead to “poor 
results and / or early abandonment of the prac-
tice.” Manuel almeida closes the gap: “More im-
portant than the victories or the titles, the merit of 
the Centro Cultural e Desportivo de Salreu is the 
stimulation of regular sports practicing in a popu-
lation over 18 years old. We may not be “manufac-
turing” champions, but we contribute to improve 
the health and well-being of citizens.”

glories of estArrejA
The Clube Desportivo de Estarreja (Sports Club 
of Estarreja os CDE), in the now extinct athletics 
section, initiated important national names in the 
sport, such as Glória Marques, national champion 
and European vice-champion of 800 meters, Cris-
tina Marujão, record holder and national cham-
pion of broad jump. In basketball, the CDE created 
athletes that came to wear the national team shirt, 
in juniors and cadets, such as João Pedro and An-
dré Pinho Ferreira. In football, Joaquim Guiomar, 
known as Rola, was the most important reference 
of Sporting Club de Portugal in the 50s, like Rui 
Pedro Gonçalves who also made a name for him-
self on the CDE, in the 80s, and was Paulo Futre’s 
team mate. Fonte: www.cdestarreja.org

s p o r t s
 d o s s I e r

Cristiana Santos
responsável da eMD
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ing” glucose produces 5 kilocalories, in burning 
fat 4.7 and in burning protein 4.4 kilocalories”, the 
doctor explains. that is why when the intensity of 
the workout increases, we become increasingly 
breathless. there’s a need to burn more chemi-
cal energy, to transform it into mechanical en-
ergy, hence the need for the oxygen “burner”.  

hemoglobin present in the blood is responsible for 
carrying oxygen to cells. in order to improve the 
capacity of this transportation, athletes perform 
altitude trainings. “Since the amount of oxygen is 
smaller in altitude, our organism is able to produce 
more hemoglobin to fight and to reduce that deficit, 
thus improving the transportation of such oxygen 
to the cells in our body. When we descend, we now 
have a greater capacity for carrying oxygen, since at 

“the best Portuguese 
swimmer of our time”
Diogo Carvalho is an Olympic top level swimming 
athlete, of the Clube dos Galitos, Aveiro. And ac-
cording to the site of the Federação Portuguesa 
de Natação (Portuguese Swimming Federation), 
he is the “best Portuguese swimmer of our time”. 
Born in 1988 and studying medicine at the Uni-
versity of Coimbra, he interrupted his course for 
a year to undergo intensive training for London. 
The Melbourne world championship, in 2007, 
launched him to an international career, having 
stood out in every final he participated since, ex-
cept for the Olympics. He has become the only 
Portuguese swimmer to succeed in all 100 me-
ters styles in less than a minute, in a short course 
pool. He currently holds 12 national records. For 
more information, see: http://www.fpnatacao.pt/ 
and http://www.galitos.pt/ 

low altitude the amount of oxygen is normal again”, 
explains Diogo Carvalho

sweAt – biologiCAl “Air Conditioning”
in the process of producing mechanical energy, 
the body also produces thermal energy. this is 
why we heat up when practicing sports. and with 
the heat comes sweat. but why? because water 
liberation is the way for the body to cool down 
(36.7o is the average temperature of the human 
body). “on average, 70% of our body is made of 
water, and most of it is inside the cells. Sweat is 
extracted mainly from the intracellular compart-
ment, inversely affecting the cell’s metabolism”, 
explains antónio esteves.  

So, the more an athlete sweats, the more tired he 
gets, and the stronger the heat in summer, the 
harder it is to practice sports. “When the loss of 
fluid reaches 4 to 5% of the body weight, the ca-
pacity for physical work falls to about 50%”, the 
doctor points out. that’s why practicing sports 
leads to drink more water.

we Are All Chemistry
these chemical processes are, after all, the basis 
of life. So, the health habits of an athlete must be 
equal to the ones we all should have, as antónio 
esteves points out: “avoid food excesses, alcohol, 
smoking, other drugs, a controlled life, respect-
ing sleep hours, since “when resting, in biochemi-
cal terms, an athlete’s body works like everyone 
else’s body.” the difference “is the capacity to ad-
just of its several systems - neurological, muscu-
lar, cardiovascular, intracellular - conditioned by 
specific training.” 

the alarm clock rings at 8 o’clock in the morning. 
he has breakfast to supply some “fuel” to a bio-
logical “machine” preparing for the london olym-
pic games. Diogo Carvalho (see profile) then heads 
for the pool, where he practices two hours in the 
morning, followed by the gym, where he spends 
approximately one hour and a quarter. at approxi-
mately 7 p.m. he returns to the water for two more 
hours of pure swimming. at the end of the week he 
sometimes made 30 hours of training, in which the 
body uses chemical energy sources that offer him 
a chance to achieve the high yield necessary to get 
to london. biochemistry, the basis of human life, 
thus becomes far more intense in a top level body. 
Carbohydrates, proteins, oxygen and water, among 
others, combine and travel to the cells in a chemis-
try that makes olympic achievements possible. 

right now, the body and mind of Diogo Carvalho 
are focused in the olympic games. “that’s why i 
gave up my studies for a year, to train at the high-
est level”, the athlete confesses. health and fitness 
are a starting point. and it begins with proper eat-
ing habits, as Diogo acknowledges. an athlete’s 
diet should be individual and vary “according to 
the quantity and intensity of his physical workout”. 
antónio esteves, a sports doctor, explains: “We 

What haPPenS inSiDe the boDy of a toP leVel athlete?

the chemIstry of sports 

have the training diet, which is the most important 
one, which acts as the basis for a good preparation 
for the competition, a competition diet, which var-
ies according to the sport in question, and a recov-
ery feed, which allows the organism to correct the 
wear out, and refills nutrients reservoirs.” it is es-
timated that “most athletes should ingest 3000 to 
4000 kilocalories a day”, of which 60 to 65% should 
be carbohydrates, 25 to 30% lipids and 10 to 15% 
protein. in the “training load” stage, Diogo Carval-
ho eats “at will”, because there’s no “risk of gain-
ing weight or any other type of problems occurring”, 
when competing or resting, he undergoes a more 
careful diet, based on “protein and carbohydrates, 
important as fuel for the muscles.”

the musCle – Converts ChemiCAl 
energy into meChAniCAl energy
after adequate eating habits, the muscle gets into 
action. its job is to “transform chemical energy, 
supplied by food, into mechanical energy, of which 
muscular contraction and movement derive”, ex-
plains antónio esteves. that is why athletes have 
prominent muscles.  

the transformation of nutrients into mechani-
cal energy occurs through a chemical reaction 
of cells, that requires yet another chemical ele-
ment. “Without oxygen there’s no production of 
aerobic energy. one liter of oxygen used in “burn-
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it’s the old saying:  the body adjusts to the envi-
ronment. and Diogo Carvalho verifies this after 
the approximately 4 to 5 weeks of holidays. “When 
practice begins, he immediately complains, so not 
training for a long period of time has a huge im-
pact.” this is even more so when practicing water 
sports. “it is necessary to create sensitivities that 
one can only maintain by going to the pool every 
day. (...) the fact that i’m away for only 5 days, i im-
mediately can sense a huge change in my body.” 

Maybe this is why the athlete’s yield is greater in 
the afternoon than in the morning.   “i think my 
body is a little more “dormant” in the morning 
than in the afternoon”, assumes Diogo, who tries 
to “modify that biological rhythm”, since “try-
outs are in the morning”, and the athlete has the 
purpose of “being present in two half finals and 
break two new national records” at the olympics. 
PaCoPar wishes him all the luck in london.
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order to stabilize them, liquid nitrogen is used. its 
-196 ºC temperature allows for accelerating the 
freezing process and to obtain a very compact ice.

Sailing: nothing is ever left to chance in competi-
tion sail boats. in order to achieve high precision, 
high yield sales are cut by laser, resorting to, for 
example, lasaltM.

Athletics and Gymnastics: Mats for jump recep-
tions are made of polymer foams manufactured 
with the help of gasses like carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen, among other products.

to keeP the olyMPiC flaMe burning
air liquide has supplied a laser gas solution to 
help tPg (the Premier group), a british leading 
company in the engineering sector, maintain the 
olympic flame lit. based on this solution 8000 
torches will be manufactured for each one of the 
torch carrier for 2012, who travel the united king-
dom. Presenting a complex drawing, the shape of 
the torch is made from aluminum, with the par-
ticularity of not having any seams and having 8000 
holes. to make the torch, it was necessary to ap-
ply the latest technologies in the welding and laser 
cutting fields.

AQP
Water for the olyMPiC ChaMPionS
Water, apart from being a vital component of the 
human body, is currently still a mean and/or a 
basic raw material for all industrial processes 
that allow to attain essential everyday goods. aQP 
produces inorganic coagulants (aluminum salts) 
which are fundamental in water treatment. from 
these products, two groups produced in estar-
reja stand out: aluminum sulfate and polychlo-

ride, used in clearing urban and industrial waters, 
through the elimination of suspense particles, in-
corporated organic matter, as well as nutrients 
present in residual waters.

in faVor of high olyMPiC yielD
if water is an essential resource for human life, 
the more vital it is for athletes’ high performance. 
to get water into the london arena, it must first 
undergo treatment and purification processes that 
ensure its quality for consumption. Water, in its 
original state, may contain products of organic de-
composition and sand or clay particles, seaweed 
or bacteria, apart from a highly variable ph. So, 
chemical treatment is fundamental to make water 
adequate for human consumption. aluminum sul-
fate and polychloride, products like the ones made 
by aQP, make it possible to offer good quality wa-
ter to any athlete.

the Companies of the estarreja Chemical complex 
(CQe) have also ensured their presence at the ol-
ympic games of london 2012. and they are present 
in all sports, either in clothing, fields, balls, rack-
ets, swimming pool water, the water drunk by ath-
letes, grass, the fields’ domes, lights, the public’s 
seats... there’s chemistry in everything at the ol-
ympic games. We can find the application of some 
chemicals like those produced by the PaCoPar 
companies in several products. 

Air liQuide
full throttle olyMPiC CoMPetitionS
Cycling, Swimming, Winter sports, Sailing,  
athletics, gymnastics... air liquide gases are 
everywhere.

Cycling: the bicycles’ frames are increasingly 
lighter, and require increasingly more sophisti-
cated manufacturing processes. air liquide has 
developed welding processes (tig: arc welding 
with refractory electrode and inert gas that pro-
tects the electrode, the fusion bath and the warm 
metal) and offers the whole set of equipment and 
material needed.

Swimming: ozone is a very efficient solution for the 
disinfection of pools. this gas eliminates bacteria 
and other micro-organisms present in hot water, 
considering this is the most adequate means for 
their development. besides, ozone has a pleasant 
smell and doesn’t cause irritation to the skin or 
the eyes.

Winter sports: Speed skating, or bobsleigh are 
sports that demand perfectly regular and very 
hard tracks, in order to achieve great speeds. in 

froM the Water Drunk by athleteS to the fielDS they SteP on - CheMiStry iS eVeryWhere

chemIcal companIes 
In estarreja ensure theIr 
presence at the olympIcs
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before it enters the production process. its quali- 
ty is ensured by inorganic coagulants, like those 
produced by aQP.

Cires
a baSketball fielD 
that lookS like a ClouD
the basketball arena of the london olympic 
games is one of the most modern facilities used 
in the olympic and special olympic games. the 
steel structure has 20 thousand square meters 
and is covered by a PVC membrane. the versatili-
ty of PVC, a product also made by CireS, in es-
tarreja, allowed for making a texture on several 
arched panels, that give the covering a “foamy” 
and “crunchy” look. the visual effect is created 
when the PVC is stretched on the three variations 
of different arched panels. 
PVC was the material chosen for being an acces-
sible and versatile material. besides, it can be 
easily recycled, after the dismantlement of the 
basketball field, which can be decided after the 
end of the olympic games, thus preventing use-
less materials or structures from remaining in the 
olympic facilities. 
Preliminary and quarter finals basketball games 
will be played on this field, as well as the handball 
and wheel chair basketball and rugby try-outs. if 
the basketball arena is the most iconic expression 
of PVC in the games, its presence does not end 

there. this material is present in several product 
components associated to the games, such as buil- 
dings, seats, sports materials, and others.

.
Cuf 
Cuf helPS breaking 
reCorDS at the olyMPiCS
organic chemicals, based on aniline, and inorga- 
nic ones, based on chlorine, and their derivatives, 
are found in an endless chain of products related 
to sports and physical activity. and which event 
would be better to prove it, than the olympics?   

Clothing
better equipment is one of the reasons for the 
constant improvement of world records, espe-
cially in athletics. Currently, shirts and pullovers, 
especially for those who practice sports, are made 
of light materials and allow for perspiring in a nat-
ural way, without “wetting” the clothes; they have 
antibacterial treatment and uV protection (ultra-
violet rays) – because they contain a thread, cre-
ated by chemistry, that protects sportsmen from 
ultraviolet rays. there are also clothes that con-
tain threads with bacteriostatic effects which con-
trol the production of bacteria that generate body 
odor. this property is achieved by adding chemical 
substances that are incorporated in the threads, 
even after the clothes are washed. in footwear, 
polypropylene and polyurethane resins, elastomer 
and special adhesives make shoes lighter.

iMPaCtS anD olyMPiC iMPaCtS
at the olympic games, we want impacts to be hand 
in ball, or foot in ground, body in water, or body in 
body... in environmental terms, there should be 
zero impact. a huge task, given the public afflu-
ence to the london arena. aluminum salts, like 
the ones produced by aQP, contribute to return 
residual waters to their natural cycle, making 
them harmless to the environment.

StruCtureS anD eQuiPMent for the gaMeS 
from the structures of the several london facili-
ties, to athletes’ equipment, water is there, even 
if indirectly! this is a resource used in the major-
ity of industries, as process water, auxiliary to the 
production system. this water must be treated 
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More reSiStant 
anD Safer StruCtureS 
Dow’s resin floors, made with a low content of vol-
atile organic composts, were conceived to make 
pavements more firm, safe and non slippery, espe-
cially for athletes that use the eton Manor Sports 
Complex. thanks to Dow’s resins, the hockey field 
surfaces are more resistant, safe and smooth 
contributing to the good performance of the 380 
athletes competing in the 75 games of this sport. 

ProteCteD athlete
Dow’s high performance foam allows for manufac-
turing equipment that’s highly protective for the 
athletes’ muscles and joints. Polyurethane used 
in sports shoes soles provide a greater damping 
effect against the impact of racing. 

froM lonDon to the WorlD...
Dow’s solutions to protect wires and cables help 
to effectively convey tV transmission signals for 
the approximately 4 billion viewers from around 
the world that will tune in with the london olym-
pic games 2012. Dow’s roof insulations increase 
the energetic efficiency in press centers, where 
20 thousand media professionals and thousands 
of visitors are expected.

greener fielDS  
herbicides and turf for the field’s lawns, and 
Dow’s linings, help to offer athletes lush green 
fields, while ensuring an excellent resistance and 
impact absorption. 

iCe teChnology
Dow’s insulation products installed underneath icy 
surfaces help maintaining the temperature of the 
ice constant and the athletes’ performance high.  

reSt in the 
olyMPiC Village
the athlete’s rest is as important as training, that’s 
what the experts say. Dow’s polyurethane varie-
ties offer a wide array of foams, like viscoelastic, 
which ensure the ultimate comfort in mattresses 
and pillows, for a tranquil sleep.  insulation solu-
tions for roofs help protect the 17 thousand ath-
letes and the sports technicians that will be lodged 
at the village from climate disturbances.

Safe Parking
Dow’s waterproofing systems help protect con-
crete floors in parking lots from deterioration and 
offer more anti slip resistance on ramps and walk-
ways, ensuring a safer use of the facilities.

StaDiuMS
fertilizers and herbicides keep grass greener and 
more uniform; in the watering system of the fields 
and chairs in the stadium, rain or shine, a geotex-
tile coverage will be there to ensure the show will 
go on.

Chlorine to treat PoolS
in swimming or jumping sports, treating the wa-
ter is vital, because its aesthetic quality must be 
kept (crystal clear water, no residue, and with no 
unpleasant odors), as well as its sanitary quality, 
to maintain water healthy and safe for the health 
of users, and ph must be controlled also, which 
indicates whether the water is acid, neutral or 
base. and at the end of another day of the compe-
titions, after all the agitation and frenzy, we may 
need to take a paracetamol pill - made from Cuf’s 
nitrobenzene.

dow 
an olyMPiC 
WorlD PartnerShiP
the Dow Chemical Company is one of the main 
sponsors of the london olympic games, after be-
ing approved by the international olympic Commit-
tee as a World olympic Partner. until 2020, Dow 

will be the official chemistry company of the olym-
pic games. as global leader in industrial chemis-
try, combining innovation with scientific excellency 
and sustainability to meet world challenges, Dow 
frames its partnership in the mission of the olympic 
movement, which stands for peace and progress. 
Dow will also be present in london, through its 
products, which will ensure better conditions both 
for athletes and the audience.  

DoW at the olyMPiC StaDiuM...  
london’s olympic Stadium is enveloped in a strip 
made of fabric manufactured from sustainable raw 
materials, made by Dow. this strip will be com-
posed of 365 individual panels, 25 meters high and 
about 2 meters width. Made from polyester resins 
and low density polyethylene, the material is 35 
times lighter than conventional fabrics, releasing 
much less carbon during the production stage.
besides, roofs insulation materials of Dow offer 
the stadium a greater resistance to humidity and 
a more solid structure, contributing to the reduc-
tion of the “urban heat island” effect and of the 
energy costs.
foam, lining materials and Dow’s polymers, such 
as Poly-Carb™, offer greater comfort and durabil-
ity to the seats in the stadiums. 
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hours, always out of pure belief”, he says. “at Sg, 
except for the physiotherapist, the senior indoor 
soccer coach, and the canoeing trainers, who are 
paid travel expenses, all of the leaders and section 
workers are volunteers. they train, accompany and 
provide weekly transportation to the competitions, 
often in their personal vehicles”, says antónio es-
teves. just like in the aaa. besides being made 
by volunteers, the transportation of athletes must 
sometimes be undertaken by directors on their 
personal vehicles, or by the athletes’ parents. 

being pre-retired, aníbal teixeira currently spends 
his free time helping the community and often 

“gives up a family dinner”. So does Manuel almeida, 
who is forced to abdicate his family and rest. “it is 
increasingly harder to combine professional and 
personal life, and still have time to be an associa-

tive leader.” associative leadership can both be 
“stimulating” and “ungrateful”. those who practice 
it, says Manuela almeida, “shouldn’t expect to re-
ceive any reward other than the pleasure of actively 
helping social, cultural or sports development in 
his/her community”

that is the core of the addiction antónio esteves 
speaks of. an addiction that doesn’t destroy, but 
rather builds, in the words of Manuel almeida: 

“the associative movement is like a school where 
one can be enriched in several areas: public rela-
tions, marketing, management, human relations, 
and others. the estarreja municipality has always 
had associative leaders that were examples of 
dedication, righteousness and ambition to society. 
this is the greatest legacy that current leaders 
should pass on to the younger generation”.

Well, let’s take one thing at a time! he has been a 
doctor for the Clube Desportivo de estarreja (es-
tarreja Sports Club), he has given medical assist-
ance at Clube recreativo de estarreja (estarreja 
recreational Club) and to the seniors team of the 
associação atlética de avanca (avanca athletic 
association or aaa), were he has been made an ho- 
norary member. he has been giving the associação 
Cultural e recreativa Saavedra guedes (Cultural 
and recreational association Saavedra guedes 
or Sg) not only his medical knowledge, but also 
a significant part of his life. he is an example of 
the volunteering spirit on behalf of sports, which 
is also present in the olympic philosophy.

in Sg, since 1980, he has been president of the 
Cultural Committee, of the Sports Committee, of 
the board and of the general-assembly. he is cur-
rently the treasurer and supports canoeing activi-
ties. besides the weekly meeting, he spends “every 
day at least an hour, or more, in the canoeing sec-
tion” and accompanies almost all of the weekend 
competitions. and there’s more! he has the ca-
noeing team equipment washed at his own home. 

“Maybe it’s an addiction!” he says. it’s the addic-
tion of the souls that offer themselves and their 
time to make sports happen in estarreja. it’s the 
addiction of antónio esteves, currently treasurer 
at Sg, from Pardilhó, and who never earned “one 
cent” from any community group. he, and so many 
other names who have worked so that the several 

 Volunteering iS What MakeS SPortS haPPen in eStarreja

“maybe It’s an addIctIon!!!!”

municipal associations and clubs are able to of-
fer sports practice to children and young people. 

“Without the voluntary and dedicated work of a 
dozen section workers, such a huge sports activity 
would not be possible. neither at the Saavedra nor 
in any other municipal club”, says esteves. this is 
also the opinion of Manuel almeida, of the Clube 
Cultural e Desportivo de Salreu (Salreu Cultural 
and Sports Club or CCDS): “from the project’s 
presentation, to the planning, preparation and ex-
ecution of the event, directors put in many hours 
of work for the community”. it’s hard to quantify 
the number of hours spent, but “everyday” they 
have to “handle issues related to the community”.

about 4 weekly hours is how much aníbal teix-
eira, associative leader since 1986, offers the 
aaa, which he currently chairs. “but most board 
members (about 25) dedicate over 15 to 20 weekly 
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  i found myself meditating on the invitation re-
ceived to preside PaCoPar’s meetings, promoting 
its interests with consensus, ensuring their continu-
ity and representativeness on an institutional level. 
  i found myself meditating on the double chal-
lenge life has offered me, and i remembered the 
proverb and thought; my word is felt, and sincere, 
however, in order to be strong and to serve the true 
purposes of PaCoPar, it must also be wise. 
  i found myself meditating again and realized 
the solution is in the wise word i am going to find 
in you, that will allow us to promote PaCoPar, 
projecting it and disclosing, with belief, the rea-
son for its creation, its guidelines, results and, in 

good sense, friendship and realism, to implement 
strategies advised by the word and wise experience. 
and, in such a way that our actions may be respon-
sible, fraternal, consensual, and always aimed at 
the reality of chemical industry, its operation and 
its safety, and also the reality surrounding us, and 
that we one day have decided to solemnly and cons-
cientiously support, inform and share with experi-
ence, wisdom and with a patron-like attitude: our 
CoMMunity.
  i would conclude with my motto of all times: 
you can count on me and, together, we will be the 
bastions of responsible care and the banner of 
PaCoPar.

foreseen that the Chemical industry’s performance 
will improve in an ongoing and sustainable manner 
in the areas of health, environment, product safety 
(Safety) and the defense of tangible and intangible 
assets of every company (Security).

PurPose And sCoPe
the european Safety Code - responsible Care® 
has the purpose of describing a set of manage-
ment practices aimed at protecting people, pro-
perty, products, manufacturing processes and 
information, and other systems against which 
criminal, mischievous and technological actions 
are taken. it also incorporates the specific ac-
tivities of the Company regarding the produc-
tion, storage, distribution and products transpor-
tation, as well as strengthens the relationship 
with Suppliers, Customers and the Community. 

mAnAgement PrACtiCes
Security Management Practices (Security) must 
be adjusted to each company, and supplement the 
management Practice Codes(*) of responsible 
Care®, and must consider the guidelines briefly 
listed below:
1. top-level leadership Commitment of companies 
in the adoption of Sustainable Policies for ongoing 
improvement
2. risk analysis of threats, vulnerabilities, proba-
bilities of occurrence and consequences
3. implementation and development of security 
measures (Security) that are compatible and ade-
quate to risks

4. Safety training and information (Safety) to wor-
kers, hired parties, service renderers, and all part-
ners in the supply chain
5. Communication, dialogue, information exchange, 
even within the same type of industries, on security 
issues (Security)
6. response and evaluation of threats, incidents, 
near misses, and safety accidents (Safety) with the 
information and sharing of the corresponding cor-
rective measures
7. audits, Controls, and ongoing improvement with 
a periodic review of programs and ongoing moni-
toring of the entire security process (Security).
  it is up to the Chemical associations of the 
several countries registered in CefiC to promote 
and gua-rantee the effective implementation of this 
new concept of responsible Care®.
  each association is also responsible for de-
veloping and establishing a specific nation-wide 
program aimed at Small and Medium businesses, 
prepared together with the associated companies, 
as to broaden the scope of responsible Care® to 
the entire chain of value.

(*) remembering Management Practice Codes on 
responsible Care®: 
1. Creating awareness in the community and res- 
ponse procedures to emergency situations
2. Distribution
3. health and safety of workers
4. Prevention of pollution
5. Safety of processes
6. Product Stewardship

reSPonSible Care

10 years after 
the creatIon 
of pacopar, 
a new code, 
securIty!

  ten years after the birth of PaCoPar, we re-
mind you of what responsible Care® was after all, 
and briefly discuss its evolution until nowadays.
  Starting in Canada, 1985, in order to answer 
public concerns about the production, distribution 
and use of chemical products, responsible Care® 
has been extended to about 60 countries around 
the world.
  in 2006, the global agreement on responsible 
Care® has extended the concept of ongoing im-
provement to activities associated to the safe use 
and manipulation of chemical products throughout 
the entire chain of value.
  and in 2010, CefiC - the european Chemical 
industry Council - published the european Safety 
Code - responsible Care®.
  a first approach to this new theme will be 
made in the scope of responsible Care® and its 
commitment towards Sustainability, with which it is 

medItate  
on challenges

António CAstro vAlente
ChairMan of PaCoPar

  one day i read a proverb that said: “the word is 
strong, when it is felt, sincere and wise.”
  When i was challenged to write a few words 
for the PaCoPar magazine i found myself medita-
ting: life offers us challenges each day, some more 
appealing than others, some more achievable than 
others, and others that meet what we have been in-
ternalizing, maturing and assuming over the years 

– to Voluntarily SerVe.

josé bArArdo ribeiro
PerManent MeMber of 
Sig reSPonSible Care® - CefiC

lubéliA nogueirA Penedo
national CoorDinator for  
reSPonSible Care®
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ACCidents indeXes
the fulfillment of legal measures in force and the 
adoption of their own internal standards for risk 
control and working behaviors by the companies of 
the estarreja Chemical Complex (CQe) are still re-
flected in the sector’s performance indicators. the 
companies’ policy of investment in safety is high-
lighted by the accidents indexes. in the charts pre-

sented, we witness the general positive evolution 
of the companies in the safety area throughout the 
years. the frequency index of accidents is calculated 
through the number of accidents with sick leave in a 
year, by each million hours worked; and the severity 
index represents the number of work days lost per 
year, by each thousand hour period worked per man.  

cQe companIes 
safety performance

3 2 3 3
accident frequency index
Severity frequency index

22,13

4,9

In the years under analysis there were no accidents, so 
the indexes have zero value.
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Like in previous years, there were no accidents in 2011.

AQP
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Cuf

This was another year without accidents with leave of 
absence at CUF Químicos Industriais S.A.
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In the year of 2011, Dow Portugal did not have any perso-
nal safety accident.

dow
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Registering ongoing low values on accident indexes of 
CIRES, compared to OMS reference indexes (If =100; 
Ig=2.0).

Cires
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emissions kg / production ton

AtmosPheriC PollutAnts emissions
Year 2011 presents a decrease in gas emissions when 
compared to the previous year, evidencing a performan- 
ce improvement in this area.

Air liQuide
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solid wAste
Due to the annual stop in November, solid waste pro-
duced suffered an increase when compared to the previ-
ous year, thus translated into the increase expressed on 
the chart, since the production level was similar to the 
previous year.

wAter ConsumPtion 
The consumed water ratio versus production shows an 
improvement when compared to the previous year.

energy ConsumPtion
The consumed energy ratio versus production shows an 
improvement when compared to the previous year.
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the diverse nature of the companies of the estar-
reja Chemical Complex (CQe) industrial activity, as 
well as their policy of investment in environmen-
tal sustainability, is proved on the environmental 
indicators. the strict compliance with legal provi-
sions and the ongoing improvement of industrial 

cQe companIes 
envIronmental 
performance

processes allow for attaining results that have 
improved as years go by, decreasing the environ-
mental impact of CQe.

the indicators presented below express the rela-
tion between emission values/consumptions and 

the production quantity. gas emissions represent 
the ratio between the emissions total (the sum of 
the total emissions of particles, sulphur dioxide, 
nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, CoV and heavy 
metals), and the production, expressed in kg per 
ton, respectively. 

the residues indicator shows the proportion be-
tween the total of generated residues, in kg, and 
the production, in tons. energy consumption is 
represented in proportion to the energy consumed, 
in kj, and the production, in tons.

Since the companies are currently sending all their 
liquid effluents to SiMria - Multimunicipal Sanita-
tion System of ria de aveiro, the liquid emissions 
amounts are not mentioned. if you wish to check 
all the CQe’s performance indicators, you can do 
so at the site www.pacopar.org. 
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnts emissions
Main emissions contribution coming from the produc-
tion facilities of steam and electricity (BAMISO).

Cires
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solid wAste
Mostly harmless PVC waste used by the manufacturing 
of plastic articles with relevant commercial value.

wAter ConsumPtion
The specific consumption is identical to last year’s thus 
expressing similar efficiency in the processes for the 
treatment and use of water at the plant.

energy ConsumPtion
The results of the last year express the implementation 
of the remaining measures foreseen by the PRCE - Pla-
no de Racionalização do Consumo de Energia (National 
Plan for Energetic Consumption) (2007-2011).
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnts emissions
We are still recording low levels of atmospheric pollu-
tants, which have characterized the company’s activity.
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solid wAste
The increase in solid waste in 2011 was mainly due to an 
increase in the manufacture of products that generate a 
greater amount of waste in the production stage.

wAter ConsumPtion
Water consumption has remained within the usual and 
expectable parameters. Small fluctuations are caused 
by the variations in percentage of the distinct types of 
products manufactured, since each product is associa-
ted to a specific consumption. 

energy ConsumPtion
Energy consumption has remained within the usual and 
expectable parameters. Small fluctuations are caused 
by the variations in percentage of the distinct types of 
products manufactured, since each product is associa-
ted to a specific consumption. 
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnts emissions
The fall in total gas emissions is related to a decrease 
in the NOx parameter emissions, derived from the inci-
neration activity. 
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solid wAste
The volume of solid waste produced and recycled or eli-
minated in a landfill has remained more or less constant 
in the last 2 years. For this chart, only the volume of wa-
ste produced that is destined for recycling and landfill 
elimination is accounted. 

wAter ConsumPtion
Water consumption has remained the same in the past 
2 years.

energy ConsumPtion
Energy consumption has remained the same in the past 
2 years.
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnts emissions
The tendency to reduce the emission of atmospheric 
pollutants is still confirmed.
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solid wAste
Waste production has been steady in the last few years.

wAter ConsumPtion
Water consumption in 2011 kept similar to 2010, after ha-
ving registered a significant decrease.

energy ConsumPtion
One more year of good performance in energetic mana-
gement, fruit of the full commissioning of facilities that 
are more efficient in managing energy (new Nitric acid 
plant).
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Chemistry week with 
thousAnds of students
air liquide, aQP, Cires, Cuf and Dow companies, 
working together with the estarreja City Council 
(CMe), have promoted a week dedicated to chem-
istry from 11 to 14th october 2011, which counted 
on the participation of over 3 thousand primary to 
high school students from the estarreja munici-
pality. the event was held at Cine-teatro de es-
tarreja, and took place in the context of the inter-
national year of Chemistry (iyC). the educational 
show “Química por tabela 2.0” was on scene, a 
work of fábrica – Centro de Ciência Viva of the 
aveiro university, with two daily presentations, 
and entirely dedicated to the Chemistry theme. 
With this initiative, the chemical companies and 
the CMe have joined the celebrations of the iyC 
decreed by uneSCo and the international union 
of Pure and applied Chemistry.

ContinuAtion of environmentAl 
studies together with uA
in 2011, the aveiro university (ua) has presented 
the Panel with the results of the 2nd stage of the 
studies on “evolução espaço/temporal do grau 
de Contaminação da zona envolvente do Com-
plexo Químico de estarreja” (time/space evo-
lution of the Contamination Degree of the Sur-
roundings of the estarreja Chemical Complex). 
this stage has analyzed the presence of certain 
chemical elements in the urine of young people 
resident in estarreja, compared to the population 
of another municipality. after the results system-
atization, a non technical report will be prepared, 
and made available on the internet at the Panel’s 
website. the Panel has already granted support 
for the 3rd stage of this research project. ua has 

also presented the results of the Master’s the-
sis “Contributo para a gestão da Qualidade do ar 
em estarreja” (Contribute to the air Quality Man-
agement in estarreja), which has also been sup-
ported by the Panel. the chemical companies of 
PaCoPar are also collaborating with the project 

“inSPirar - Qualidade do ar, exposição e Saúde 
humana em zonas urbanas industrializadas” (in-
SPire - air Quality, exposure and human health 
in urban industrialized areas), an initiative of the 
ua. in the scope of this project, the companies 
have offered the services of their collaborators to 
the elaboration of tests and surveys. 

PACoPAr mAkes 10 yeArs bAlAnCe 
in 2011, PaCoPar has completed the first decade 
of its existence. to signal PaCoPar’s anniversary, 

PACoPAr mAkes historiC 
ArChive AvAilAble to the PubliC
on 13th january 2011, PaCoPar has signed a 
protocol with the estarreja City Council to en-
sure the handling, custody, maintenance, and 
access to its historic documentation in the 
Municipal archive. the protocol, signed by the 
president josé eduardo de Matos and the Pa-
nel’s secretary at the time luís ferreira, fulfils 
the necessity of gathering the entire Panel do-
cumentation in one single location, which, until 
now, had proven difficult due to the nature of 
its management, subject to biannual alternate 
mandates by the companies of the estarreja 
Chemical Complex. after duly handling and cata- 
loguing the documentation, the assets will be 
made available for public consultation. 

PACoPAr ComPAnies suPPort 21 ProjeCts 
in estArrejA with 75 thousAnd euro  
PaCoPar member companies have supported, in 
2011, with 75 thousand euro, 21 projects in the ar-
eas of society, education, sports, safety and civil 
protection, to several entities in the estarreja mu-
nicipality, thus exceeding the amount offered and 
the number of entities supported in 2010 (73 thou-
sand euro and 13 entities). about 50% of the sub-
ventions were destined to social support projects, 
26% for the communitarian and civil protection 
areas, 20% for education and 4% for projects con-
nected with sports activities. the annual financial 
support program is promoted by the PaCoPar 
companies, with the purpose of assisting in the rea- 
lization of non lucrative projects that contribute to 
improve the quality of life for the local community.  

n e w s  b r I e f
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uA - the best Portuguese 
university in 2011
in 2011, the aveiro university (ua) has been 
deemed one of the best in europe, and the best in 
Portugal, according to the ranking of the british 
magazine times higher education. in this ranking, 
that rates 400 of the best universities in the world, 
4 Portuguese universities have been included, 
and the ua scored the highest position, in 304th 
place. Created in 1973, ua soon became one of 
the most dynamic and innovative universities in 
the country. With approximately 15 000 students 
enrolled in graduation and post graduation cours-
es, ua soon became relevant in the landscape of 
Portuguese universities, being at the forefront in 
what concerns the quality of the infrastructures 
offered, of the research conducted, and the excel-
lency of its teachers.

ese Continues to eduCAte 
on behAlf of heAlth
the education team for health of escola Se-
cundária de estarreja (estarreja high-school) is 
still developing the work from previous years, im-
plementing and developing activities in the scope 
of citizenship, sexuality, food, assertive choice, 
first aid, dating violence, and domestic violence. 
the several actions have been aimed at students 
and the educational community in general. among 
the activities developed there’s the acquisition of 
ecopoints and their distribution within the school, 
the celebrations of the “no smoking day”, the pro-
motion of healthy eating habits - working inside 
the teachers room and proposing a change in the 
eating habits of the school community -, dental 
screening for students born in 1998 and the crea-
tion of a free weekly class on physical education, 
with teacher ana almeida, for teaching and non 
teaching personnel. Several training actions have 
also been ministered for teachers and students. 
Several entities have contributed to the realization 
of all these activities. 

ral Sciences) and the curricular area of formação 
Cívica (Civic education). 

“Moinhos da nossa gente” (Windmills of our Peo-
ple) was the name of the nativity scene open to the 
public last Christmas, at school eb1 Senhora do 
Monte of the aee. apart from the tribute made to 
the windmills in estarreja, a heritage of huge im-
portance to the locals in the past, the nativity scene 
got families involved in its creation, with the par-
ents’ participation, and was also an ecology lesson, 
since the scene was built from recycled materials. 

AgruPAmento de esColAs de PArdilhó 
(grouP of PArdilhó sChools) 
inCreAsingly greener
the agrupamento de escolas de Pardilhó takes 
part in escola eletrão since 2009, with the project 
escola eletrão, of the b group. this school year, 
the school community has participated with great 
endeavor in gathering old electrical and electron-
ic equipments for recycling. on the 16th Decem-
ber, bandeira Verde (green flag) was awarded to 
agrupamento de Pardilhó, to acknowledge their ef-
forts in working in the area of environmental edu-
cation/education for sustainability, according to the 
methods set out by the eco-escolas Program. this 
flag certifies the existence of a Coherent and Quality 
environmental education in this group of schools.  

last year’s edition of the magazine was dedicated 
to the history of the Panel and to reflect on its 
evolution and future. one of the unmissable mile-
stones of the Panel was the attribution of Prémio 
europeu de atuação responsável (european 
award for responsible Care) by CefiC – european 
Chemical industry Council.

ProjeCt resPirA broAdens the 
horizons of PAdre donACiAno students
Project respira (breathe), from the school Padre 

Donaciano de abreu freire, of agrupamento de 
escolas de estarreja (group of estarreja Schools 
or aee), consists in artistic experiments from 
students through the creation of a dance show. 
this project intends to create a significant im-
provement in behavior, and in the compliance 
with rules, as well as, and above all, to reinforce 
the team spirit. the initiative has integrated the 
subjects: educação Musical (Musical education), 
educação Visual e tecnológica (Visual and tech-
nological education), Ciências da natureza (natu-
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the AmuPb disCusses environment, 
heAlth And sAfety in estArrejA
the associação de Moradores da urbanização da 
Póvoa de baixo (association of residents in the 
urban area of Póvoa de baixo or aMuPb) has 
made, in 2011, informational and debate sessions 
with a few experts in environment, health and 
safety, with experiments from studies developed 
in the estarreja area. the purpose was to inform 
and share past and present realities of the indus-
trial activities regarding environment, health and 
safety with estarreja residents living closer to the 
Chemical Complex. this initiative had the sup-
port of Miguel oliveira e Silva, environmentalist 
of Quercus and associação Cegonha, and of ofélia 
almeida, health officer of the estarreja municipal-
ity (both PaCoPar members), and lúcia fern-
andes, a researcher of the Coimbra university. 
apart from the experts’ contribution, there was 
also a representative of the community present in 
each session, who was able to offer his/her vision 
on the themes being discussed.

over the lAst ten yeArs, there hAs been 
A 10% PoPulAtion deCreAse in estArrejA 
according to the 2011 censuses, the population 
resident in estarreja has suffered a 10% decrease 
between 2001 and 2011, going from 28.182 to 
26.957. a 1% fall was registered for all age groups, 
except for the ≥ 65 age group, which has seen a 
1.4% increase. Concerning the total dependency 
index, the effort created by society on the active 
population as suffered a 4% increase, now being 
at 53%. unless the decrease seen in the birth rate 
is reverted, this indicator tends to get worse in the 
future. the ageing index increased from 117% to 
137%. the ageing of the population mirrors one of 
the demographic phenomena of modern society, 
which reflects on a socio-economic level and im-
pacts on social, health and sustainability policies. 
the potential sustainability index has decreased 
from 3.7 to 3.2, which means there are 3.2 assets 
per individual ≥ 65 years old. At a national level 
this index is at 3.4 and in central Portugal at 3.8. 

semA – A PermAnent bet on trAining
the bet SeMa - associação empresarial (business 
association) has been making in training actions, 
as an element of competitiveness between local 
companies, has been incremented in the past few 
years. in 2011, they created the Plano integrado 
de formação (integrated training Plan), with the 
cooperation of the Confederação do Comércio e 
Serviços de Portugal (Portuguese Confederation 
of Commerce and Services), at virtually 100%. the 
training actions have been extended to the four mu-
nicipalities of SeMa (estarreja, albergaria a Velha, 
Murtosa and Sever do Vouga). last year, SeMa had 
481 trainees in co-financed training courses. one 
of the new offers from SeMa is training for heavy 
goods vehicles and public transportation drivers. 
the number of associated members of SeMa has 
been continuously increasing. in 2010, there were 
2156 members, and in 2011 they reached 2278. in 
1996, SeMa had only 171 members. 

estArrejA - A nAtionAl 
eXAmPle of CulturAl loCAl PoliCies

“estarreja is one of the best examples in Portugal of 
how a medium size municipality manages to stand 
out at a national level, through an urban project”. 
the new Cine-teatro (Cte) program director, fáti-
ma alçada, was referring to the investment the City 
Council has made in culture, in the opening of the 
new season. the last months of 2011 have been 
brightened by the presence of luísa Sobral, Áurea 
or Pedro burmester. the eclectic programs, trans-
versal for the distinct audiences of the Cte, are as-
sociated with local productions, leading to the con-
clusion that “community groups don’t have such a 
significant presence in other areas”. to know more 
about the activity of Cine-teatro see the information 
available at the site www.cineteatroestarreja.com. 

tjA imProves fleet mAnAgement  
the company transportes j. amaral has been 
operating with a fleet management solution for 
approximately two years, mainly in the transpor-
tation area. however, they are looking for a solu-
tion for the location and communication with ve-
hicles issues, and are currently in a pilot stage of 
a new system on five vehicles and two companies. 
With this system, tja, the transportation com-
pany that is reference for the estarreja Chemical 
Complex, expects to achieve reliable communica-
tion, through which full addresses, references for 
loading/unloading, dates and time are made avail-
able in the vehicles, so that drivers may have all 
the useful information available to perform their 
tasks efficiently. Some of these tools may also be 
shared with customers, minimizing the expenses 
and time that are currently invested to supply such 
information.

n e w s  b r I e f
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however, if you prefer swimming to rowing, you 
can always swim at the Complexo de Desporto 
e lazer (CDl or leisure and Sports Complex) of 
estarreja or at the Piscina Municipal de avanca 
(avanca Municipal Pool), when these are open to 
the public for free swimming. Since last year, es-
tarreja municipality offers a new infrastructure, 
with unique conditions for swimming lovers. and 
there’s more! at the CDl, you will also be able 
to relax at the Spa, which offers hydro massage, 
jacuzzi, and turkish bath. through pressure and 
water’s thermal action on the skin and tissue, hy-
dro massage helps to improve superficial circu-
lation, thus allowing for a better oxygenation of 
the skin, muscular relaxation and a reduction of 
subcutaneous fat. in the turkish bath, abundant 
perspiration helps to clean the pores, to eliminate 

for more informAtion on 
the sPorts offers in estArrejA see: 
escola Municipal de Desporto (Municipal School
 of Sports): http://emdestarreja.net/ 
Portal Desportivo de estarreja (estarreja 
Sports Portal): http://pdest.net/ 
associations and Community groups in the  
CMe (estarreja City Council) Website: http://www.
cm-estarreja.pt/associacoes_colectividades.php

impurities and to free the body from toxins. this is 
a practice that helps fight fluid retention and treat 
eczema and acne.  the spa is open during the CDl 
open hours. 

you can also practice Squash for free here. you 
can rent courts, rackets, balls and glasses. 
there’s nothing missing: just gather some friends 
and enjoy the ball’s stunning speeds. Squash is a 
sport where you exchange high intensity and short 
duration balls. 

the lack of places to practice sports for free in es-
tarreja is certainly not an excuse to miss out on 
physical exercise. the suggestions made may turn 
you leisure time into healthy time, both in a physi-
cal and psychological perspective. We expect you 
to be inspired by the excellency of the athletes in 
london this year.

in order to exercise in the most simple, spontane-
ous and inexpensive way, just dress comfortably, 
put on tennis shoes, and go outside for a walk, or 
jogging. in estarreja, there are privileged loca-
tions for outside sports, like the pedestrian circuit 
in Parque do antuã or the courses of bioria. how-
ever, if you wish to enrich you sports practice, and 
cannot make a commitment with a gym or other 
similar institutions, there are other options in the 
municipality that allow you to occupy your free 
time exercising. this year of olympic games can 
provide you with the right incentive to start prac-
ticing sports. We provide some suggestions.

if you enjoy walking, Centro Municipal de Marcha 
e Corrida (Municipal Centre for Walk and run) or-
ganizes regular walking and race walking for the 
population. these initiatives are normally open 
from october to june. Since there aren’t any set 
dates for these events, you must keep track of mu-
nicipal information releases, or check the website 
of escola Municipal de Desporto (Municipal School 
of Sports). Sometimes, race walking events may 
have a philanthropic intent, where a symbolic sub-
scription fee is offered to a local charity institution. 

estarreja has several fitness circuits for walking, 
running and exercising. in beduído, the Parque 
Municipal do antuã offers a pedestrian circuit, 
a children’s playground, and fitness machines 
to practice gym. in the summer, when a dam is 
placed in the river, there are conditions for canoe-
ing. in the suburbs, there are the Póvoa de baixo 
circuit (offering not only a pedestrian circuit, but 
also an all-terrain bikes track) and the avanca 
circuits - the circuits of Parque do Mato and as-
sociação atlética de avanca (athletic association 
of avanca). 

in order to practice speed athletics there’s the 
eloi de almeida track, in the Parque Municipal do 
antuã, or the associação atlética de avanca. to 
race on wheels, the associação Desportiva ar-
senal de Canelas (Sports association of Canelas) 
hosts a roller skating track. for those who prefer 
skate, there are two options: the tracks in Parque 
do Mato, in avanca, and in urbanização da teixu-
gueira. you can also benefit from the geography of 
estarreja while experiencing canoeing in ribeira 
da aldeia, Pardilhó, which is managed by Saave-
dra guedes.
 

enjoy the lonDon olyMPiC gaMeS 
to enCourage SPortS 

play sports In estarreja

l e I s u r e
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and found his old Master, henrique lavoura, ask-
ing him to build a moliceiro for a customer from 
Murtosa. “Well, i made that one, and many others 
have followed.” his Master’s hands locked away the 
standardized plans for the glass fiber speedboats.

Weren’t you nervous about returning to an art so 
many years later? “no, no! What i do remains. i 
have always worked with pleasure and i also owe 
a lot to this boss. i started when i was 10 years old, 
and i was only 16 when he started allowing me to 
perform the hardest task, raising the boat”, recalls. 
Making that upward bow that makes the molicei-
ros in the ria so beautiful. except for the decorative 
artwork, since he was “never very good at draw-
ing”, the whole boat is made at the artistic hand and 
keen eye of Master esteves. in order to build the 

uniQue PArtiCulArities of the moliCeiro 
Half-moon shaped, the moliceiro boat was given 
this name because it was used to gather brown 
seaweed (“moliço” in Portuguese), in the area of 
Ria de Aveiro. The upward bow, bright colors, and 
a lively decoration give an exotic style to this boat, 
a descendent of the Mesopotamian type of wooden 
board canoes. The moliceiro is about 15 meters 
long and is built from pine wood. The painted mo-
tifs, either of a traditional inspiration or depicting 
humorous images allusive to sexuality, make the 
moliceiro a unique boat. In order to make seaweed 
gathering easier, the boat is very low on the sides. 
The bottom is flat and with a small hull, in order to 
adjust to the low depth areas of the Ria. The cons-
truction method is typical from the region, espe-
cially in the areas of Pardilhó, Murtosa and Ílhavo. 
The art of shipwright Master, maker of moliceiros, 
has been passed on through generations, but is 
currently facing extinction. In Pardilhó, there are 
still two shipyards, the ones belonging to Master 
Esteves and to Master Felisberto, located in Rua 
do Saltadouro and Rua das Bulhas, respectively. 
There, you will also be able to witness the singula-
rity of the art of making these boats. 

moliceiro’s “caverns” (each of the pieces installed 
on the keel, the part between the bow and the stern 

- as if this was the boat’s skeleton), which are round 
at the edges, you must know how to observe the 
wood and benefit from its natural shapes. “When i 
go looking at trees, i already see the potential ca-
verns in them.” one takes advantage of the bond 
between the tree’s trunk and a twig or a root. 

once the wood has been brought to the shipyard, 
it’s time to roll up the sleeves. “We have a template 
and we build one cavern at a time.” after this “skele- 
ton” is made, all pieces are cut and joined together 
from the bow to the stern. Master esteves gives 
them his own stamp. “the crew slept on the bow 
while gathering seaweed. Patches on the wooden 
boards would open in the heat and dripped rainwa-
ter. With fiber everything is well sealed.” 

if people in the past had glass fiber when they had to 
spend nights gathering seaweed in the ria, it would 
have been so much easier.  but times do change! 
and change brings both benefits and losses. how 
much longer will Master esteves continue to work? 

“until i can’t do this anymore, that’s for sure!” be-
sides antónio, there are two more Masters in Par-
dilhó, but only one of them is still in the business. 

“Sometimes i wonder, i have an 18 year old grand-
son, and i would teach him, but he doesn’t want to 
learn. i do want him to be a doctor, but wouldn’t it 
be beautiful if he also knew how to make a boat?” 

“antónio, when i was a young girl, in Pardilhó, a 
local girl had to date a musician or a shipwright, 
since there were no other boys available”. Mas-
ter esteves remembers his grandmother’s say-
ings, and the time when he was 10 years old, and 
begun working as an apprentice in the construc-
tion of moliceiros (traditional boats from aveiro 
region), in one of the 7 carpentry shipyards in 
Pardilhó. 60 years later, even though immigra-
tion has led him to build boats in “another world”, 
the strong pull of tradition drew antónio esteves 
back to the art of Master shipwright, and he is 
currently the owner of one of the two shipyards 
still active in Pardilhó. 

We came to find him in ribeira de Pardilhó, work-
ing on a repair that has broken his heart. “it had 
left the yard last tuesday, brand new and painted, 
only to return on Wednesday, with a broken bow”, 
he regrets, and confesses: “you can’t imagine what 
i went through yesterday. i didn’t even know where 
to begin. it is harder than to build a new one.” the 
last moliceiro he made was destined to a tours 
company of aveiro. now, tourism is what originates 
the small amount of orders he has. the moliceiro 
slowly detached from its original role, and appears 
renewed in an activity that makes it more profit-
able nowadays. “no one gathers seaweed for agri-
culture any more. nobody works in agriculture like 
that. this was very hard work.” Seaweed from the 
ria de aveiro was the agricultural fertilizer of the 
past. and the moliceiro is a heritage of the union 
between land and sea. 

to visit the shiPyArds And get to 
know more About the moliCeiro boAt:
amigos da ria e do barco Moliceiro (association 
of friends of the ria and Moliceiro boats:
http://www.net-moliceiro.inovanet.pt/
telf: 234 868134 ; 919 920 793 
junta de freguesia de Pardilhó (town Council 
of Pardilhó): http://www.jf-pardilho.pt/ 
Museu Marítimo de Ílhavo (nautical Museum of 
Ílhavo): http://www.museumaritimo.cm-ilhavo.pt/

in the 50s, young antónio esteves, apprentice at hen-
rique lavoura’s shipyard, in Pardilhó, had his hands 
full.  “We always had boats to build. as soon as we fini- 
shed one, another one came”, he recalls: “the aveiro 
captaincy says there were over a thousand boats cir-
culating at the time”, both moliceiros and bateiras 
(another typical boat from aveiro region). but local 
dictatorial hardships made the calling of the united 
States appealing. in 1973, esteves, already a Master, 
emigrates. this transition would also prove to be from 
manual to industrial work. antónio was going to build 
speedboats and yachts. the Master becomes numb, 
and the expert in glass fiber emerges. 

back in Pardilhó, in the 90s, after “4 years strug-
gling with the captaincy to get permission to build 
glass fiber speedboats”, fate, or a greater will based 
on a feeling of belonging and tradition, intervened. 
after getting permission, he arrived at the shipyard 

l e I s u r e

entre o DeClÍnio Da ConStrução De MoliCeiroS, 
hÁ QueM Continue CoM eSta arte eM MãoS

Impressoes de um 
mestre de pardIlhó

in a tiMe of DeCline in the MoliCeiroS ConStruCtion, 
there are thoSe Who WiSh to Continue thiS artWork

vIsIons of a master 
from pardIlhó



PACoPAr ChAirmAn
antónio Castro Valente
Email: acastrovalente@gmail.com
seCretAriAt (Cuf-Qi)
Diogo almeida Santos
Email: diogo.santos@cuf-qi.pt

AgruPAmento de esColAs 
de AvAnCA – Prof. dr. egAs moniz
rua do Morgado, 120
3860-127 avanca
Tel.: 234 850 120
Teacher: alice fragateiro
Email: fragateiro@megamail.pt 

AgruPAmento de esColAs de PArdilhó
rua Padre garrido, apt. 8
3869-464 Pardilhó
Tel.: 234 850 150
Teacher: leontina Pinto
Email: lapp@gmail.com

AgruPAmento de esColAs de estArrejA
rua da arrotinha, apt. 25
3820-207 estarreja
Teacher: joão tavares
Email: adjunto1ceb@gmail.com 

Air liQuide
Sociedade Portuguesa do ar líquido
apt 91
3861-208 estarreja
Tel.: 234 840 500
Plant Director: luís ferreira
Email: luis.ferreira@airliquide.com 

APeQ – AssoCiAção PortuguesA 
dAs emPresAs QuímiCAs
avenida D. Carlos i, 45-3º
1200-646 lisboa
Tel.: 213 932 060
Fax: 213 932 069

Director general: lubélia Penedo
Email: lpenedo@apequimica.pt 

AQP
aliada Química de Portugal, lda
Quinta da indústria, beduído
3860-680 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 300
Director general: alvarim Padilha
Email: alvarim.padilha@cuf-qi.pt 

AssoCiAção de morAdores 
dA urbAnizAção dA PóvoA de bAiXo
rua Quinta da Póvoa, 
urbanização da Póvoa de baixo
3860 estarreja
Tel.: 234 845 385
Representative in PACOPAR: joão Vinha
Email: joaovinha1@gmail.com  

bombeiros voluntários de estArrejA
rua Desembargador Correia Pinto
apt. 76 – 3864-909 estarreja
Tel.: 234 842 303
Commander: ernesto rebelo
Email: bvestarreja.comando@mail.telepac.pt  

CâmArA muniCiPAl 
de estArrejA
Praça francisco barbosa
3864-001 estarreja
Tel.: 234 840 600
President: josé eduardo Matos
Email: jose.eduardo.matos@cm-estarreja.pt 

CegonhA – AssoCiAção de 
defesA do Ambiente de estArrejA  
apt. 100 – 3860- 356 estarreja
Tel.: 966 551 372
Representative in PACOPAR: 
Miguel oliveira e Silva
Email: mos@ua.pt 

Centro de sAúde de estArrejA
rua almeida eça- teixugeira
3860-335 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 600
Director: j. M. Vera Cruz félix
med.estarreja@csestarreja.min-saude.pt  
Public Health Delegate Doctor for Estarreja:
Maria ofélia almeida
Email: as-estarreja@csestarreja.min-saude.pt  

Cires
apt. 20, Samouqueiro – avanca
3864-752 estarreja
Tel.: 234 811 200
Technical Director: hélder Paula
Email: helder.paula@cires.pt 
Community Affairs: Paulo jorge
Email: paulo.jorge@cires.pt  

Cuf – QuímiCos industriAis
Quinta da indústria – beduído
3860-680 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 305
Delegate Administrator: joão fugas
Email: joao.fugas@cuf-sgps.pt 
Direction of Innovation and New Projects: 
Diogo almeida Santos
Email: diogo.santos@cuf-qi.pt 

dow PortugAl
rua do rio antuã, nº 1
3860-529 beduído - estarreja
Tel.: 234 811 000
Site Leader: jacint Domenech
Email: jdomenech@dow.com  

esColA seCundáriA de estArrejA
r. Dr. jaime ferreira da Silva
3860 – 256  estarreja
Tel.: 234 841 704/5
Teacher: rosa Domingues
Email: esc.se@mail.telepac.pt  

gnr estArrejA
rua Dr. Pereira de Melo, n.º 188
3860-375 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 690
Commander: Davide baptista
Email: baptista.dsr@gnr.pt 

Centro hosPitAlAr 
do bAiXo vougA
av. artur ravara
3814-501 aveiro
Tel.: 234 378 300 
Pedro almeida
Catarina resende 
Email: sec-geral@hdaveiro.min-saude.pt  

semA – AssoCiAção 
emPresAriAl
r. Dr. alberto Vidal, 63
3860-368 estarreja
Tel.: 234 843 689 
President: 
josé teixeira Valente
Email: josevalente@sema.pt  

trAnsPortes j. AmArAl
r. Dr. josé justiniano, 195
apt. 11
3860-371 estarreja
Tel.: 234 840 800
Responsible for Quality, 
Environment and Safety: 
Maria Manuel gamelas
Email: maria.gamelas@tja.pt  

universidAde de Aveiro
Campus universitário de Santiago
3810-193 aveiro
Tel.: 234 370 200
Teacher: 
Myriam lopes
Email: myr@ua.pt  

addresses

a d r e s s e s



Secretariat:
Cuf-Qi

Tel: 234 810 305 
E-mail: info@pacopar.org 


